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REST, ICE, COMPRESSION, AND 
ELEVATION (RICE)
If you train hard enough, or are just unlucky, you have experienced a minor injury 
out on the range. As soon as possible after an injury, such as a knee or ankle sprain, 
you can relieve pain and swelling and promote healing and flexibility with R.I.C.E.

REST, ICE, COMPRESSION, AND ELEVATION
REST: 
Rest and protect the injured or sore area. Stop, change, 
or take a break from any activity that may be causing 
your pain or soreness.

ICE: 
Cold will reduce pain and swelling. Apply an ice or 
cold pack right away to prevent or minimize swelling. 
Apply the ice or cold pack for 10 to 20 minutes, 3 or 
more times a day. After 48 to 72 hours, if swelling is 
gone, apply heat to the area that hurts. Do not apply ice 
or heat directly to the skin. Place a towel over the cold 
or heat pack before applying it to the skin.
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ELEVATION: 
Elevate the injured or sore area on pillows while 
applying ice and anytime you are sitting or lying 
down. Try to keep the area at or above the level of 
your heart to help minimize swelling.

Non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) 
may also help relieve your pain and swelling. They 
include:

Ibuprofen, such as Advil® or Motrin®
Naproxen, such as Aleve® or Naprosyn® 

When your soreness and pain are gone, begin 
stretching and strengthening exercises slowly, then 
gradually increase these exercises.

COMPRESSION:  
Compression, or wrapping the injured or sore 
area with an elastic bandage (such as an Ace 
wrap), will help decrease swelling. Don’t wrap it 
too tightly, because this can cause more swell-
ing below the affected area. Loosen the bandage 
if it gets too tight. Signs that the bandage is too 
tight include numbness, tingling, increased 
pain, coolness, or swelling in the area below 
the bandage. Talk to your doctor if you think 
you need to use a wrap for longer than 48 to 72 
hours; a more serious problem may be present.

If you''ve got an AR sitting in a safe then 

you need to read this... 

How to maintain, operate and shoot an 

AR like a well-trained soldier in less 

than 2 hours.

https://legallyconcealed.org/ar15-crash-
course/course/

https://legallyconcealed.org/ar15-crashcourse/course/
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When searching for the “best” am-
munition for EDC, premises defense, 
or the downright silly (but dreaded 
nevertheless) “zombie apocalypse,” 
you will likely consider using a law en-
forcement product, even if you are not 
an LEO.  Whether for pistol, AR-15, or 
shotgun, you will likely choose prod-
ucts from these brands/loads:

ment. [Who would dare deny the ro-
mance associated with and downright 
manliness of using coveted LE ammu-
nition, especially those über cool hot 
+P+ loads?].  To fill that need, and re-
flect the objective truth that it is very 
high quality factory ammunition that 
has been tested extensively, includ-
ing simulated “real world” scenarios, 
manufacturers often make a “civilian” 
version/equivalent of some of their LE 
loads.  That’s just fine, but you needn’t 
go there.

Although a manufacturer may legend 
or advertises a load as “law enforce-
ment,” “duty,” “made exclusively for 
law enforcement,” or “for law enforce-
ment only,” it is fairly well known such 
restrictions are merely manufacturer 
“policy” and notice of an intended 
supply chain limitation.  Except for the 
very rare state law or local ordinance 
which entirely disallows or restricts 
usage of hollow-point or other ammu-
nition because of  projectile character-
istic (for example,  armor-piercing, 

guns and ammo

USE OF “LAW ENFORCEMENT ONLY” 
AMMUNITION BY THE NON-SWORN

LE ammunition has long been recom-
mended (for full-sized, able-bodied 
shooters) by firearms experts and self-
defense trainers, regardless of their 
own background or current employ-
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tracer, fragmenting), a manufactur-
er’s imposition for its LE ammuni-
tion is not an actual legal limitation 
on use by the non-sworn.  

Legal urban legends aside, a non-
sworn’s use of LE ammunition is not 
likely to be successfully challenged/
demeaned in court.  If a foolhardy 
prosecutor or civil plaintiff ’s attor-
ney is erroneously allowed to make 
LE ammunition an issue, the quest 
for jury points will backfire. The re-
sponse on cross-examination of one 
well-known self-defense shooting ex-
pert witness (Massad Ayoob) would 
include:  

“Police only loads are ‘police only’ as a 
matter of manufacturer policy, not law.  
Many believe that if police have deter-
mined this to be the best ammunition 
to use to protect ordinary citizens, it is 
logically the best ammunition for those 
same law-abiding citizens to use to 
protect themselves.”

Takeaway:  LE ammunition is ex-
pensive, and sometimes hard to 
find, but its use is NOT problem-
atic for the non-sworn.  Best to 
use a product that is a current (or 
nearly so) loading, available in am-
ple quantity, that shoots best with 
your firearm, and best fits the most 
likely application. (Bonded vs. 
non-bonded will likely dominate 
a discussion of intended applica-
tion — to a point well beyond what 
it deserves). If you can, buy pistol 
ammunition in the 50-round LE 
boxes, not the “civilian” equivalent 
in the commercial 20 or 25-round 
boxes.  The former is much cheap-
er, and having more rounds per box 
lends itself to more rounds down-
range practice before you reload 
your carry magazines to “hit the 
street.”  Note that duty rounds are 
still produced for revolvers.  Also 
note, LE ammunition manufactur-
ers load less toxic indoor training 
ammunition,  which may mimic 

the characteristics of an actual duty 
load.  That ammunition is like-
wise legal for purchase by the non-
sworn, but it is often harder to find 
a break in its LE supply chain. 

* For the record: I have never car-
ried +P+ rated ammunition nor rec-
ommended it.

Hat tip:  LE agencies and LEOs.  For 
getting ammunition manufacturers 
to make really good stuff (however 
labeled) that the non-sworn can 
rely on to defend innocent life.

By Steven Harris

Bolt Action Basics

https://legallyconcealed.org/boltactionbasics/course/

How to choose a rifle and 

accessories to help you 

achieve more and succeed 

in long range shooting.

90 min training course to help you bag 

that big buck next time you’re out 

hunting or hit that bullseye at the range.

https://legallyconcealed.org/boltactionbasics/course/
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MINDSET

All too often in life we are met with obstacles that 
seem insurmountable. It is the decision that fol-

lows the recognition of these obstacles that seems to 
define us. Commonly, people find the time to stop what 
they are doing long enough to feel sorry for themselves. 
Then there is an outreach that follows to others for sym-
pathy and relief. This is normal…for children and the 
average adult. This is not you! You are successful in life 
and therefore successful in dealing with difficult obsta-
cles. Let me show you how your different:

-Successful people don’t just prioritize: They consistent-
ly keep doing what they have decided is most important.
-Successful people are great at withstanding temptation. 
-Successful people are great at overcoming fear in order 
to do what they need to do. 
-Successful people are great at delaying gratification. 

All those qualities require mental toughness — so it’s 
no coincidence that these are some of the qualities of 
remarkably successful people...these are your qualities!

Here are ways you use these qualities and as a result 
more successful:

Being in control, or at least acting like it, gives off the 
aura that you have a plan. Even if you don’t actually have 
a plan, when others see you as “having it together” they 
in turn become inspired to go above and beyond their 
fears and trepidations because they perceive that you 
will handle it if it doesn’t work out perfectly. 

You also don’t subscribe to the “hope” method where 
by others hope that things will work out for good…you 
strap up your bootlaces and step off to enact the “make 
it happen” plan. By not wasting mental energy worrying 
about what might happen to you, you put all your effort 
into making things happen. 

You act as if success or failure is completely within your 
control. If you succeed, you caused it. If you fail, you 
caused it.

5 WAYS YOU ARE MENTALLY TOUGHER 
THAN THE REST!

1

2

You are in total control!

You forget the things you have 
no ability to affect.

Mental toughness is akin to muscle strength — no one 
has an unlimited supply. So why waste your power on 
things you can’t control?
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Some people go about trying to change the way others 
think or act about their work environment. For others 
they try to influence abstract desires like global warm-
ing. For some others it’s the North American sea turtle 
population. Whatever it is, they care about it and they 
want others to care also.

You don’t worry about what others think or how you’ll 
be viewed. You do what you can do and do it well. You 
are your own change agent and you don’t go about try-
ing to change everyone else.

For you the past is invaluable. You have learned from 
your mistakes. You have even gone as far as to learn 
from the mistakes of others. Then you let it go!

Not everyone can do that. There are many walking 
down Main Street U.S.A that are carrying self-imposed 
burdens from the past. These burdens affect their re-
lationships, work and even self-perception. That’s not 
you! When something bad happened to you, you saw it, 
as an opportunity to learn something you didn’t already 
know. When you saw another person make a mistake, 
you didn’t just learn from it…you saw it as an opportu-
nity to be kind, forgiving, and understanding.

You say “the past is just training; it doesn’t define you”. 
Others stop and say “why me?” You think about what 
went wrong…but in different terms. You start to plan 
for how you will make sure that next time it happens it 
goes down the right way.

When your friend does something noteworthy, you 
don’t see that as precluding you from doing something 
noteworthy too. In fact you believe where success is 
concerned, birds of a feather tend to flock together, and 
you’re happy just to have been around it.

Many people — you know these people— see success 
as a zero-sum game: There’s only so much to go around. 
When someone else shines, they think that diminishes 
the light from their stars. Resentment sucks up a mas-
sive amount of mental energy — energy better applied 
elsewhere.

Unlike them, you don’t resent awesomeness. You create 
and celebrate awesomeness, wherever you find it, and 
you know you can find even more of it when you are 
true to yourself.

You always take a second every night before you turn 
out the lights to give thanks for what you are blessed 
with. You think about what you do have. You have a lot 
to be thankful for. Feels pretty good, doesn’t it? Feeling 
better about yourself is the best way of all to recharge 
your mental toughness.

Congratulations on your continued success! You’ve 
earned it!

3

4

5

You see the past as a learning 
curve … and nothing else.

You are not afraid to celebrate 
others success.

You always count your bless-
ings.
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Medical Corner
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 “HEART ATTACK”
 AND HOW DO I 
RECOGNIZE IT!

By Joe Chiarella, NREMT-P

As far as the general public is concerned, the 
term heart attack brings about the mental pic-
ture of the “old guy” clutching his chest and 
calls out to the “celestial design committee 
CEO” as he collapses! This is not always the 
case and the symptoms of a heart attack aren’t 
always as obvious. For starters, a heart attack 
is the result of heart muscle being deprived of 
oxygen rich blood for a number of reasons. The 
result is possibly damage and even death of the 
heart muscle. This could lead to death of the big 
container the heart is in…you!

The key to surviving this event is early recogni-
tion. If you read the textbook, the typical heart 
attack patient complains of crushing chest pain, 
pale, sweaty, and pain radiating to the left arm 
or jaw. Of course your patients don’t read the 
textbook! So the pain could be less severe, radi-
ate to the right arm, or stay simply in the chest. 
For some patients they may misinterpret the 
heart attack and describe it as “indigestion” or 
“heartburn”. For example, diabetic patients often 
may not display serious signs or symptoms that 
may be thought of as a heart attack. On occasion 
a heart attack may be massive enough where the 
patient simply goes into cardiac arrest. This is 
where the heart beat and breathing cease.

For this reason, amongst others, I strongly suggest 
people reach out to their local American Heart As-
sociation or Red Cross agencies and take a CPR 
class. There are other training agencies that offer 
CPR as well. There is usually a nominal fee that 
goes with the class but what
price tag do you put on a human life? Another ex-
tremely  important  link in the  “chain of survival”

for a patient who may be experiencing a heart attack is early 
activation of the Emergency Medical Response system. This is 
done by simply dialing 911. When heart muscle is dying due 
to lack of oxygen, the patient doesn’t have the time for delayed 
care.  The faster the patient is admitted to the hospital, the 
more heart muscle can be saved.

The best way to try and avoid 
a heart attack is healthy liv-

ing. This simply means eat-
ing a balanced healthy diet 
with exercise throughout the 
week. The more overweight 
you are and the less healthy 
you eat makes for a deadly 
cocktail for heart disease. 

This of course could set you up for a heart attack. Unfortu-
nately your family’s history also plays a part in this equation. 
If heart disease runs in your family, you have a greater chance 
of the same. Don’t become a statistic! Eat right, exercise, and 
recognize the symptoms!

Joe Chiarella is a retired US Army Special 
Operations Medic and combat veteran with 
23 years of combined experience as a medic 
and instructor, teaching both US and foreign 
Special Operations and Counter Terrorism 
forces. He is a National Registry Emergency 
Medical Technician-Paramedic, Flight Para-
medic and Instructor in CPR, ACLS, PALS, 
PHTLS, and Tactical Combat Casualty 

Care. He is currently a Regional Director for a major ambulance 
corporation.
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Preparedness

I’ve heard instructors say “the art of one handed 
shooting is just that…. an art”.  I say “that’s crap”! 
It is a skill. It is a skill that has to be polished and 
practiced continually because one day it could save 
your life! The benefits from learning to shoot with 
only one hand are pretty self-evident.  There are lots 
of scenarios where we find ourselves potentially with 
only one hand available.  Those include not just an 
injury to one hand, but can include things we reg-
ularly don’t think about like; holding open doors, 
shielding loved ones, holding the hand of a small 
child, carrying an infant and so much more.

As shooters we tend to go to the range and do the stuff 
that gives us that emotional high five – shooting re-
ally fast on the timer, shooting itty bitty groups, and 
other cool guy stuff that makes us feel good.  Shoot-
ing one handed for most people is not one of those 
things. Why? Because, generally, we suck at it and we 
don’t want others to see us sucking…

Dedicating specific training time to shooting 
with one hand is a must. There I said it…a 
must! You will most likely be involved with 
an encounter tat is fast and sudden. You will 
draw and press out before the support hand 
even comes off the chest (where undoubt-
edly you have subconsciously trained your 
hand to go during the draw) thus you find 
yourself making an untrained one-handed 
shot to save your life. I recommend that se-
rious shooters dedicate twenty five percent 
of their training time to learning to shoot 
with one hand only. (Over-Achievers: here’s 
your opportunity to excel!) Train more with 
one hand only.  You’ll like the results!
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DRILLS AND SKILLS

Shooting With One Hand
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Prepping

As we continue building our emergency supplies, 
a question that comes up frequently in conver-

sations is, “What if nothing happens?”  Would this 
have all been a waste?

Part of this question is rooted in the whole Y2K ex-
perience, where a number of people were expecting 
a big disaster to happen, only to wake up on January 
1, 2000 with everything humming along normally, 
nothing to see here… move along…  Then the me-
dia publicized stories about the folks who had sold 
everything to move to a retreat only to abandon 
their supplies a year or two later.  It seemed like one 
big waste.

I would disagree that this could all be a waste if 
nothing happens.  Actually, it would be preferable 
for me if nothing happens and I still have all my 
supplies.  I personally hope that things stay “nor-
mal” and that the s**t never hits the fan!  But I 
would still continue to prep!

That is because:

1. Prepping actually helps save money.  Because we are 
buying necessities in advance, we are able to take advan-
tage of sales and can wait it out when the items are not 
reasonably priced

2. Prepping has helped me save time.  Again, having 
commonly used items in the house eliminates having to 
run to the store because something ran out.  When you 
go by “two is one and one is none” you always know you 
have the item on hand and can go back to the store at 
your leisure.

3. We have become more organized since we started our 
journey into preparedness.  We’ve eliminated clutter in 
our home and have become more efficient in our storage 
efforts.

4. Prepping and frugality go hand in hand.  Though it 
seems to be a contradiction at first, since you know you 
have to buy stuff and gear in order to prepare, we have 
become more frugal in the long run.  Because we exam-
ine the value of every purchase, we have gotten better at 
separating “needs” from “wants.”

5. We are learning valuable skills that help us in the long 
run.  I picked up some sewing skills and hemmed my 
son’s “back to school” outfits myself, which saved both 
time and money.  Learning how to process green coffee 
beans and brew a fine cup of coffee without electricity 
was a great experience.

6. We are teaching our children those same skills and 
learning to “be prepared always” is a valuable lesson for 
them.

Emergency supplies will not get wasted as long as you 
are vigilant about rotating your stocked items. I consider 
emergency supplies the same as having insurance.  We 
have insurance for everything else.  Health, car, dwell-
ing and life insurance are all premiums we pay without 
worrying about “what if nothing happens.”  The way I see 
it, better to have it and not need it, than need it and not 
have it.

If   Nothing   Happens
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For Being A Member Of  The Sheepdog Society !

From: EJ Owens

Dear Sheepdog,

I want to take the time to let you know that this will be our last PRINTED issue of Sheepdog Society. Starting February 2015 there will no longer be printed versions of the 
newsletter.

You’ll still be getting the digital version each month with all back issues, modern warrior recordings and everything else. 

PLUS you’ll also be getting complete access to ONE new online course every month, FREE with your membership.

What this means is that we’ll now be able to take the cost of printing and put it to better use so get ready for more videos, training, courses 
and other cool stuff.

Here’s a quick preview of what’s happening in 2015:

Mindset Matters
•	 A downloadable audio series on developing the Sheepdog mindset. You get instant access to a new recording every month.

Monday Mentor Series 
•	 Every Monday, I’ll send you a text directly to your cell phone with a simple message that will help you “get your mind right,” as you start your week. 
•	 These are life-saving tips and mantras, like “Comply & Die” that we often teach in the military. 
•	 You’ll receive a video from me to help you get into the right state of mind.
•	 Wednesday Concealed Guardian Report
•	 Every Wednesday you’ll get the latest issue of the Concealed Guardian Report sent straight to your inbox with the latest hot topics, tips and training. 

Wednesday Concealed Guardian Report
•	 Every Wednesday you’ll get the latest issue of the Concealed Guardian Report sent straight to your inbox with the latest hot topics, tips and training. 

Thursday Shop Talk Series
•	 Every Thursday, you’ll be a part of my Shop Talk Video, where I shoot the breeze about new hot topics in a comfortable environment. I don’t use any fancy videographers, 
it’s just you, me and the camera on my phone!

Saturday Video Series
•	 Every Saturday there’ll be a new video waiting in your inbox with short, practical videos for you to watch and keep your mind sharp over the weekend.

Range Time With Instructor “V”
•	 You’ll also get special drills and tactics from my friend and assistant instructor “V” who will help you prepare and enhance your training time at your local range.
•	 “V” is a career law enforcement officer of over 20 years and has been a SWAT Team Leader (over a decade) for a major metropolitan Sheriffs Dept.

Private SDS FB Group
•	 Gain access to our Private Sheepdog Society Facebook Group, where you can share your thoughts on how to protect yourselves and your loved ones. I’ll also be giving my 
2 cents every so often.

Alerts
•	 You’ll also be on the VIP list to get critical news and emergency alerts that affect you as a responsibly armed citizen…

Last but not least, you’ll receive up to a 50% discount on all of our training courses. We will be releasing 1-2 new courses a month throughout 2015!

It’s going to be an exciting year for Sheepdog Society and there’s more coming! So be on the lookout for new videos and training I’ll be sending your way.

And as always…Stay Alert and Practice Often.


